FALL 2021 HONORS LECTURE SERIES
Tuesday • 2:40–3:35 p.m. • UH 3000

August 24
Introduction and Welcome
Jane Marcellus (Journalism and Strategic Media)

August 31
What is the Press?
Matthew Pressman (Journalism, Seton Hall University)

September 7
The First Amendment: Making a Free Press Possible Since 1789
Ken Paulson (Director, Free Speech Center)

September 14
Free Speech, Press Freedom, and Media Governance: A Conceptual and Historical Critique
Sanjay Asthana (Journalism and Strategic Media)

September 21
Disappearing Borders: Social Media and International News Coverage
Sally Ann Cruikshank (Journalism and Strategic Media)

September 28
The Press and Presidential Campaigns: From Jimmy Carter to Joe Biden
Amber Roesner (Journalism and Electronic Media, University of Tennessee)

October 5
Racial Reckoning in the Press
Keonte Coleman (Journalism and Strategic Media)

October 12
Fall Break

October 19
Amelia Bloomer, The Lily, and Nineteenth-Century Feminist Advocacy
‘Tracy Lucht (Journalism and Communication, Iowa State University)

October 26
Wacky Remedies and 'Cures': The Press and Pandemics, Past and Present
Katie Foss (Journalism and Strategic Media)

November 2
Alternative Voices: The LGBTQ+ Press in Nashville
Sarah Callie (Archivist, Albert Gore Research Center)

November 9
Hollywood and the Press: The Case of Billy Wilder’s Ace in the Hole
Elyce Helford (English)

November 16
Applying for National Fellowships and Scholarships
Laura Clippard (Honors)

November 23
MT Engage Presentation
Percy Verret (MT Engage)

November 30
Student Presentations
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